MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS
by David Owen

"you

The people people have a convention convention.

NEED to take the time to
touch and smell a baby's
head," says Tom Sullivan,
the lunchtime speaker. He is
addressing an overflowing crowd in
the Grand Ballroom of Stouffer's
Riverfront Towers in St. Louis. The
. occasion is the annual convention
of Meeting Planners International
(MPI), an association of people who
make their livings planning meetings and conventions. A meeting of
professional meeting planners is one
of those rare and wonderful phenomena-like
the alignment of all
nine planets on the same side of
the sun-that
tingle with cosmic
portent.
TomSul!ivan's
topic is "You
Are Specia!." He's pretty special
himself. Blind since birth, he is an
avid golfer who once beat Jack
Nicklaus by three strokes in an exhibition. He rowed in the Henley
Regatta and tried out for the 1968

U.S. Olympic wrestling team. He
has made thirty-seven sky dives. He
has a degree in clinical psychology
from Harvard. He has appeared on
"Mork and Mindy." He has arranged songs for Sammy Davis, Jr.
Today he is a special correspondent
for "Good Morning America" and
a popular convention speaker.
"I want to come here today," he
says, "to pay tribute to the most
misunderstood and abused group of
human beings on earth." He is referring not to people who can't see
but to people who plan meetings.
"I think my experience with meeting planners has made me realize
that, frankly, you're the best of life."
Standing on the podium, his seeing-eye dog beside him, Sullivan
says, "I need to share something
with you, because you need to understand that I made a turning
point." His voice cracking, he describes a day nine years ago. His

wife had gone shopping. His fouryear-old daughter wanted to be
taken for a swim in the family poo!.
A young woman sitting near me begins, quietly, to weep.
"The telephone rang," Sullivan
continues, teetering on the verge of
tears, "and it was my first major
record offer." Pause. "And I wasn't
paying attention to the little gir!."
Long pause. "And ladies and gentlemen, that happens to all of us."
He is whispering into the microphone now. "Whether you're in the
hotel business, the airline business,
or you plan meetings-" he pauses
again, takes a deep breath, and then
nearly screams: "YOU ARE IN
THE PEOPLE BUSINESS!" The
room is echoing. "And I know that
better than anyone else, because
I'm called 'disabled.' What a lot of
crap that is. You're in the people
business. And so, while I was on the
phone, you see, the little girl fell
in the swimming poo!."
Sullivan has told this story many
times at many conventions. A number of the people sitting in this
room have heard it before, some of
them more than once. But Sullivan
makes it sound fresh every time.
His voice, at this point, is a sort of
whispered sob.
"And I dove into the pool," he
says, "and I scrambled around ... "
He found his daughter and resuscitated her. Today she is in excellent
health. The accident was a terrifying moment that changed Sullivan's
life and taught him an enduring
lesson about the convention industry.
"I started to realize the relevance of what counts in this life,"
he concludes. "You see, ladies and
gentlemen ... you get hung up in
tasks that are critical to other people but that seem menial to you."
It's almost time to start serving
the food, so Sullivan draws his remarks to a close. "The process of
human evolution," he says, "can
only occur if you celebrate your own
uniqueness. The bottom line of my
being here, frankly, is that that's
why I've come: to be part of the
celebration of your-your-:-:very,
very special uniqueness. Have a
good lunch, everybody!"
Continued on page 10
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.iat he puts one hand
.iess of his seeing-eye
(he other hand on the
of a man in a sport coat,
.: three of them go running
aro ••• d the perimeter of the Grand
Ballroom and disappear through the
door. Lunch is served.

are an American institution,
a very big
business, an important
part
of our country's
very special uniqueness. The United States,
as several
meeting
planners
reminded me, was founded at a convention. Meeting planners, they explain, plan meetings, which are small
conventions
held by corporations.
Sometimes they plan conventions,
which are large meetings held by
associations. Associations also have
meetings and corporations also have
conventions.
Conventions
are often
referred to as meetings and meetings are sometimes referred to as
conventions.
Of course,
meeting
planners
plan their own conventions, including this one, which they
called a "conference."
(In Europe,
conventions
are usually known as
"congresses.")
All in all, something like 87,000
conventions were held in the United
States last year, according to the International Association
of Convention and Visitors Bureaus. Roughly
$16 billion was spent by the 47
million people who held and attended them. Convention
attendees
(this is the term everybody uses,
although
of course at any given
convention there is only one attendee, the convention itself, while the
people in attendance are attenders)
account for an additional $5 billion
or so in airplane tickets.
Given the size of the market, it's
hardly surprising that lots of different people should be trying to grab
a share of it. More than a dozen
American
cities are now building
new convention centers or expanding old ones. The country's 30 million square feet of exhibit space
will reach 37 million by 1985.
Brand-new
convention
hotels are
being built as fast as architects can
design them and developers
can
ONVENTIONS
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give them names like Cloister Plantation House and Breckenridge Concourse.
One city that's working hard to
win convention
business
is St.
Louis. Attracting Meeting Planners
International
was thus an enormous
coup. So was attracting
the Miss
Universe pageant, which was being
held in the city at exactly the same
time, a fact I discovered too late to
do me any good.
Before Miss Universe came to
town, St. Louis's
biggest selling
point, conventionwise,
had been the
fact that it's not much farther from
anywhere than it is from everywhere
else. According
to the convention
bureau, nearly 90 million people
could hop in their cars right now,
drive no more than all day long,
and be there. Although there aren't
all that many people in S1, Louis
to begin with, virtually everyone can
get there by flying for about two
hours. "There's no better place than
St. Louis for meeting people halfway," says a Meeting Place advertisement the city bought in a trade
magazine
last year. .Another
ad
showed a picture of Marlin Perkins
holding a chimpanzee.
"Come to
S1, Louis," the headline said. "We'll
greet you in style." Among the
city's many attractions,
according
to another ad, is "a veritable United Nations of fine restaurants."
The
city also has a big new convention
center, completed in 1977, that is
named after former mayor Alphonso J. Cervantes.

like conventions
because people like conventions. There's
no denying
that conventions are fun to
go to. For one thing, most people
come home from them with a lot
of free stuff. I left the MPI convention with: a little plaque that
says CATCH THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS;
three bottles of beer, all presented
to me (not in person) by AnheuserBusch Companies; a glass to drink
my beer in; a T-shirt; a little bar of
Tone soap, courtesy of my hotel; a
thing of shampoo; a St. Louis Cardinals visor; a towel with certain information
about
the convention
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printed on it; a book of photographs
of Missouri; three sweatbands;
my
name tag; and many other items too
numerous to mention. On the airplane back to New York I saw some
of my fellow conventioneers
admiring their brand-new ruler-clock-calculators, which had the word RAMADA printed on them. Seeing those
fancy rulers almost ruined my trip.
Why didn't I get one? Was it because I skipped the closing luncheon? But I got over it before we
landed.
But conventions try to be serious
as well as fun. As an MPI official
said just before the Opening General Session, "The byword of MPI
is education."
MPI has more than
5,600 members. The 1983 annual
conference
gave roughly 1,400 of
them a chance to share ideas about
meetings
and conventions.
"It is
our commitment that you should be
able to take something away from
this conference that you could utilize in your work situation," Stephen
D. Powell, MPl's new president,
told me. In the near future, he
hopes, the association's
educational
function will become more formal
as MPI inaugurates a meeting-planner certification program. Planners
who qualify will stop being known
as planners and start being known
as Certified Meeting Professionals
(or some other appropriately
august title).
The teaching at the 1983 conference began right after breakfast
with a keynote address by John D.
"Jack" Jackson, an American Airlines flight instructor who had given
such an interesting speech at a previous MPI convention that he was
asked to give it again at this one.
"Most times most change is born
of adversity," Jackson said, striding
back and forth across the stage, his
voice the voice of an evangelist.
The theme of his speech, and of the
convention, was "Catch the Spirit."
He talked about how worried meeting planners were about being laid
off or fired or forced to work only
part time. He said that planning was
becoming a woman's business, and,
indeed, most of the people listening seemed to be women. "You
burn out quick in here," he said.
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"That's why you're so young." He
talked about "phenomenons." He
talked about "corporate Kitty Litter
problems" (that's where everything
looks okay on the surface, "but
don't dig around"). He spent the
first half of his speech telling us not
to be afraid of change, to keep up
with change, to use change to our
advantage. Then he spent much of
the rest of his speech making fun of
fast food, teenagers, rock music,
transistors, Polaroid photographsin short, making fun of change.
After Jackson, who got a standing ovation, came a little audiovisual presentation about Megatrends,
John Naisbitt's best-selling book
about "the America we are becoming," according to the voice that
introduced it. "Swedes will become
more Swedish," the Megatrends
presentation predicted. Slides of
Swedes flashed onto the screen.
They looked, indeed, very Swedish
-more Swedish than I had remembered.

Megatrends I went
to a seminar called "Site,
Location, and Negotiation"
along with about seventyfive other people. Our instructor
warmed us up with a not entirely
successful joke about Bo Derek in
heaven and then said that "the best
negotiation is one in which everyone wins." He told us he was very
good at planning meetings and then
listed some of the concessions he
was accustomed to winning from hotels and airlines in return for giving
them his business: "a one-for-thirtyfive camp [i.e., one complimentary
hotel room for every thirty-five
rooms he booked]
fifteen-dollar
gifts in all rooms
ten-doUar-agallon coffee with camp danish ...
camp VIP dinner ... camp liquor
. . . unlimited Supersaver air fare
with no restrictions ... up to twenty walkie-talkies completely complimentary."
People occasionally
oohed and ahhed. As has been the
case in every classroom I've ever
sat in, the females generally wrote
down everything while the males
looked around.
A meeting of meeting planners is
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really two meetings rolled into one.
First, it's a regular meeting. Second,
it's an example of a regular meeting, a sort of metameeting. At the
regular meeting the attendees ate
terrible food, listened to boring
speeches, and took part in boring
seminars. It was just like any other
meeting. But at the metameeting
the attendees viewed every meal,
speech, and seminar as a failed or
successful representation of an abstract ideal of meetingness. When
our instructor told us that he always demanded thirty-inch tables
in the meeting rooms he booked, we
all looked down and discovered with
horror that our tables were only
eighteen inches deep. The tables
were inconvenient in and of themselves, but they were also disappointing philosophically.
After the session, which lasted an
hour, it was time to eat again. At
conventions, as on vacations, almost all you ever seem to do is eat.
Lunch was thin slabs of roast beef
served on pieces of rye bread. Each
piece of bread was almost exactly
the same size as each piece of meat.

This made the meat look thicker,
but it also soaked up all the juice,
leaving the meat very dry and the
bread very wet.
.
Actually, I like convention food.
I like it for the same reason I like
airplane food; it's made of real
food, but it's softer, shinier, and
sweeter. Also, everybody gets the
same thing and you never know
what you're having until it's served,
if then: the thrill of the unknown.
Convention desserts, however, are
terrible. Ours was some sort of
whipped product that looked like
spackling compound. While we
dabbed at it with our spoons, a
woman in a big red hat went to the
microphone and described San
Francisco, where the next MPI convention will be held, as a place
where "there is much awaiting for
your every interest." She was followed by a slide show that recommended the same city as an ideal
convention location "for the meeting planner with dreams to weave."
The theme of the San Francisco
convention will be "Rhythm of the
Bay."
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Wh'at sort of people need to learn a
foreign language as quickly and effectively as possible? Foreign service personnel,
that's
who.
Members
of
America's diplomatic corps are assigned
to U.S. embassies abroad. where they
must be able to converse fluently in
every situation.
Now you can learn to speak Spanish

The FSl's ProgrammaticSpanish Course
comes in two volumes,each shipped in a
handsome library binder. Order either.
or save 10% by ordering both:
0 Volume I: Basic. 12 cassettes (17 hr.).
manual. and 464-p, text. $125.
0 Volume II: Intermediate. 8 cassettes
(12 hr.),manual,and 614·p. text. $110_
(Conn. and N.Y. residents add sales taxi

just as these diplomatic personnel dowith the Foreign Service Institute's Programmatic Spanish Course, You'll learn
Latin American Spanish recorded by
native speakers.
The U.S. Department of State has
spent thousands of dollars developing
this course, It's by far the most effective
way to learn Spanish at your own convenience and at your own pace .
The course consists of a series of cassettes and accompanying
textbook.

TO ORDER BY PHONE. PLEASE CALL
TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 1-800.243.1234.

I

Simply follow the spoken and written
instructions, listening and repeating. By
the end of the course, you'll be learning
and speaking entirely in Spanish'
This course turns your cassette player
into a "teaching machine." With its
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unique "programmatic" learning method,
you set your own pace - testrnq your'
self,
correctmq
errors,
reinforcing
accurate responses.
3
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To order .bv mail, clip this ad and send
with your name and address. and a
check or money order - or charge to
your credit card (AmEx, VISA. MasterCard, Diners) by enclosing card number.
expiration date, and your signature.
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The Foreign Service Institute's Spanish course is unconditionally
guaran·
teed. Try it for three weeks. If you're not
convinced It'S the fastest. easiest. most
painless way to learn Spanish. return it
and we'll refund every penny you paid.
Order todav!

I

81 courses in 36 other languages also
available. Write us for free
S .h
catalog, Our 10th year,
allis
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Audio-Forum
Suite 24L

On-the-Green,

-..-_------------Guilford, CT 06437
(203) 453-9794
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After lunch there were more educational
seminars.
However,
nobody went to them. Most MPI members had decided to go off and weave
their dreams somewhere else. The
escalator was so jammed with es. caping attendees
that I wondered
for a moment if the building were
on fire.
I walked past a session called
"Mapping Your Meeting," in which
a handful of cranky-looking
people were watching an instructional
film starring the Muppets. I dropped
in on a sparsely attended
session
called "Basic Meeting Tools," but
after a few minutes-"Hotel
service is so bad it staggers your imagination," the instructor was saying
-my
eyelids got very heavy and
I went up to my room to take a
nap.
Just as I was drifting off to sleep
I had a thought that sent me foraging through my pile of free stuff for
the complimentary
note pad I had
received in my convention packet.
The thought was this: a convention is not a very efficient forum
for communicating
educational
information to a large group of people; why not just publish a newsletter instead? I wrote that on my
note pad, and then I went to sleep.

XECUTIVES of MPI and other
associations
spend a lot of
time talking about their commitment
to learning,
but if
you look at the advertisements
in
convention
magazines you get an
idea of what really appeals to conventioneers. In one ad, for example,
the Industry Hills & Sheraton Resort in California calls itself "The
only Los Angeles hotel' with 650
acres of meeting room." The accompanying
photograph
shows a
man lining up a shot on one of
the hotel's two eighteen-hole
golf
courses.
Golf is extremely big in the convention industry, although it's hard
to know how many courses
is
enough.' Two seerns ro be the most
popular
number.
The Woodlands
Inn and Conference Center in Texas has three. Florida's
Sandpiper
Bay Resort ("Our meeting room is
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I ;000 acres") claims four. Rancho
Bernardo Inn in San Diego has two
and a half-a
shrewd compromise
between necessity and extravagance
-not
to mention a golf "Centre"
and a tennis "College." What it really needs is a vocabulary
college.
"Banquets,"
says the ad, "will be
served with a flare as seen in European hotels."
At hotels, like Stouffer's Riverfront, that have no golf courses,
colleges, or flaming meals, there are
still plenty of opportunities
for entcrtainment.
For example, you can
hire Ray Bloch Productions,
Inc.,
a company that offers "Speakers &
Lecturers, Music & Entertainment,
and Computerized
Robotrons"just the thing to wake up a sleepy
meeting. A couple of years ago the
Westin Galleria Hotel in Houston
threw a full-scale
indoor
rodeo,
complete
with greased
pigs and
bucking broncos, for the American
Academy
of Pedodontics.
They'll
throw one for you, too. If you hold
your meeting in Britain, you might
follow the advice of Donna Zack
in a recent issue of Meetings and
Conventions magazine and arrange
a "medieval banquet" featuring "traditional English fare and grog served
by bawdy wenches as jesters, minstrels, tumblers and jousters entertain." Jousting
at. dinner?
Okay!
Closer to home, Marriott offers "limbo parties" and "shipwreck parties
where your group members dress
up as the 'pirates.'''

N
ALL this frenzy to cash in on
conventions, however, one important fact has been overlooked:
the convention industry, although
extremely
large, is not growing.
The dollar total taken in by hotels,
cities, and everyone else has been
stuck at around $16 billion for several years. "In the past decade,"
says an article in a recent issue of
Meetings and Conventions, "there
has been a 27 percent increase in
the number of cities seeking convention business, but only a 7 percent increase in the amount of business itself." In the words of Lewis
C. Miller, a hotel investment manager at the Prudential
Insurance

I

Company of America, "the lodging
industry must believe that the laws
of supply and demand have been
suspended."
One city where the laws of supply and demand have been rediscovered is Casper, Wyoming. Not
long ago, Casper built a $14 million
convention
center because, in the
words of one official, "everybody
else was building one." Shortly after the center was completed,
the
citizens of Casper discovered what
many of the rest of us have known
all along, which is that there aren't
all that many people in the world
who dream about attending
conventions in Casper, Wyoming.
A
similar discovery
is about to be
made by the citizens of Rochester,
New York. Rochester is building a
$40 million convention center that
will open in 1985. The mayor is
giddy with excitement,
despite the
fact that in 1982, the year construction
began, the new convention center in Buffalo, some seventy
miles away, was pulling in only half
the business its planners had expected.
Building
even an unsuccessful
convention center is extremely complicated. According to an article in
Meetings and Conventions, it gcnerally requires many years of "planning, promoting,
pleading, promising, politicking, plus putting"-and
here the muse of alliteration nods"together what can be a very complicated
financial"-ahem-"package."
One such financial package has
been put together
in New York
City. By the time it's completed in
1985 or so, the New York Convention Center will almost certainly
have cost $500 million to build. It
was first proposed
in 1970 as a
$100 million facility, but the project, plagued by design flaws, corruption, and incompetence,
is so faJ
behind schedule that a number 0
conventions
have already had tc
cancel. One cancellation came fron
the Pittsburgh Conference on Ana
Iytical Chemistry and Applied Spec
troscopy, a group that, if it had an
civic pride at all, would book itse
into the new convention
center
Pittsburgh, which is already so u
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popular that it's never expected to
break even.
Actually, convention centers are
almost never expected to break
even. "In a sense they are designed
to be loss leaders," Robert Imperata, an official at the Pittsburgh
facility, said not long ago. Cities
and states are willing to take limited baths on convention centers because of the ancillary revenues they
generate. Last year in New York
City, for example, 4.12 million conventioneers spent $821 million. The
money went to hotels, restaurants,
prostitutes, car rental agencies, and
all the other businesses that travelers depend on when they're away
from home. It also helped boost tax
collections, thereby feeding money
back to the state and local governments that made all that spending
possible in the first place.
This, at any rate, is how governments justify the expense of building convention centers. But the
figures are deceptive because they
represent only one side of the convention equation, the only side convention boosters ever look at. While
it may be true that out-of-town
conventioneers spend a great deal
of money in New York, it is also
true that New Yorkers spend a great
deal of money at conventions in other cities-money
they might have
spent in New York if they'd stayed
at home. If a city exports more
conventioneers' than it imports, it
develops a convention-spending deficit. Easier than building a convention center, and more immediately
profitable, would be to forbid local
residents to attend conventions in
other cities.
Although cities and states make
money on convention-generated
sales taxes, they lose money on income-tax deductions. When a New
Yorker goes to Pittsburgh for a convention, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and the federal government all earn
tax revenues-but
New York City,
New York State, and the federal
government lose revenues, because
the attendee writes off every penny he spends on his trip.
These basic, though unacknowledged, economic truths point up the
grand dilemma of the convention

business. The only way one city can
attract new business is by stealing
it from another. The money for
Rochester's project is coming from
the New York State legislature,
which is simultaneously spending
ten times as much to help New York
City make Rochester's center look
second-rate. In the end, Rochester
may have to offer its exhibit space,
hotel rooms, and restaurant meals
at substantial discounts in order to
steal New York's business, thereby
inflating its already substantial convention deficit and reducing New
York's convention surplus. Then
both cities will have no choice but
to build still more convention centers, enabling them to solve their
problems once again by making
them even worse.

HAD n.either pirates
nor bawdy wenches at
the MPI convention,
but we did have Super
Sports II. This was a nighttime miniOlympics for MPI members, who
were divided into sixteen regional
teams. I rode out to the playing
field, the site of the 1904 Olympics,
where there was a Budweiser beer
ean the size of a grain elevator, a
big tent, potties, an ambulance, two
wheelchairs, charcoal grills, and as
much beer as I have seen in one
place since I graduated from college. I grabbed a beer and a hamburger and wandered over to a
group of men and women wearing
togas made from Stouffer's Riverfront Towers sheets. A couple of
the men had breadbaskets on their
heads. Everyone had a kazoo. A
woman who was more nearly out
of her sheet than in it experimented
with various solutions to this problem. Two people periodically hoisted a banner that said "King Kazoo's
Krazies featuring the SLEEZETTES."
When it was time for the games to
begin, the Krazies and SLEEZETTES
marched around playing the Olympic theme song on their kazoos.
"Southern California, take the
field," a voice announced. "Sack
race, lane 1." The Super Sports
looked like so much fun I wished
I'd been assigned to a team. In ad-
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dition to the sack race there was
a water-balloon toss, a tug-of-war,
volleyball, an obstacle course, a
trivia competition, and an event in
which people ran back and forth
putting on parts of baseball uniforms and taking them off again.
I made frequent trips to the beer
wagon and wandered around gazing
longingly at the happy attendees.
Finally some Canadians asked me
to help them fill out their trivia
questionnaire. I knew that the mission of the Starship Enterprise lasted five years and that the elder
Cleavers were June and Ward.
"Recreational activities offer time
to network with colleagues," counsels Working Woman magazine in
an article on conventions. (The article also recommends "networking
at breakfast.") But I saw no evidence of networking or even of
mentoring, that other mythical activity that women's magazines are
always writing about. Everybody at
Super Sports was more concerned
with drinking beer and winning the
balloon toss. And that, I think, is
as it should be. A convention isn't

HOW TO BUILD
A CLASSIC WARDROBE
... FOR LESS.

d
v.~
Send for free catalog
of fine traditional clothing
at significant savings.
Shop conveniently at home or office.
from our lQO-page catalog for men and
women. It's brimming with classic
clothing and accessories, shown in full
color. Everything is priced far below
most fine stores, and your satisfaction
is unconditionally guaranteed.

JOS. A. BaAA Clothiers
109 Markel Place/Baltimore. MD. 21202
(301) 837-8838
Please send tree catalog to:
Name
Address ~
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a very good place to learn about
your business, even if your business
is planning conventions. But it's a
pretty good place to jump around
in a great big sack.
"The meeting planner never gets
a damn chance to laugh," Tom
Sullivan, the blind golfer from
"Good Morning America," said on
opening day. But of course he was
mistaken. All the meeting planners
I talked to said they'd had a pretty
good time at the MPI convention
and especially at Super Sports II:
They were less certain, though,
about whether it had all been worth
the time and expense.
One man said that for him the
high point of the convention was
hearing George Plimpton speak on
the morning after Super Sports II.
Giving speeches at conventions may
not be the world's oldest profession, but Plimpton is like an old
whore who doesn't fake orgasms.
Several times in his speech, a humorous recounting of his many adventures in the sports world, he
made it clear that he had no idea
in the world who meeting planners
were or what they did.
Two other planners I spoke to
said they probably wouldn't bother
to come next year unless their companies had surpluses in their travel
budgets. On the other hand, a woman told me she had learned enough
from a single seminar, "Food &
Beverage/Partners
for Profit," to
justify the cost of her trip. Maybe
she was right, although if a university education cost as much, hour
for hour, as a convention education does, nobody in his right mind
would send his kids to college.
Still, there's no doubt that conventions will be with us for a very
long time. There's even evidence
that the industry is on the rebound.
The Association of Convention and
Visitors Bureaus is predicting a
modest increase in convention business for this year, and there are other signs as well. The Southern Baptists, who for years have held their
annual conference in places like
Pittsburgh, have finally decided to
move into the big time. In 1989
they'll be holding their convention
in Las Vegas.
•
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JOHIIAISllTrs
CLIPJOllT
by Emily Y offe
There's a Megatrends reader born every minute.
analysis of the
posters in John Naisbitt's
Washington office shows
just how canny his sense of
the times has been. The earliest one
is for a "Conference on Preventive
Detention," circa 1968. In the late
Sixties crime and cities were hot
topics for social analysts and Naisbitt founded a Chicago firm he
called the Urban Research Corporation.
By 1975 the topic in vogue was
"Limits to Growth '75. First Biennial Assessment of Alternatives to
Growth." If you remember, the
world then was about to grind to a
halt and there was a boom market
CONTENT
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Emily Y offe is a writer who lives in
Washington, D.C.

in explaining how this was morally
correct. By then Naisbitt had
widened his scope, moved to Washington, and become the Center for
Policy Process, "a nonprofit, taxexempt research and educational institute which conducts studies on
critical national problems."
Six years later, the end-of-theworld market having bottomed out,
the subject was "John Naisbitt/High
Tech/High Touch/The Restructuring of America." John Naisbitt had
also restructured himself. In 1981
he became chairman of the Naisbitt
Group (TNG), a name purposely
chosen because it does not tie him
down by disclosing what he does.
But all this was B.M.-Before
Megatrends. Megatrends, published
Continued on page 18
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